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1. INTRODUCTION 
GIVEN a compact 3-manifold M with a triangulation Y, let 9% denote the compact, convex, 
linear cell (in R”) of solutions to the normalized matching equations for Y from normal 
surface theory. This projective solution space 9% is an important yet relatively unknown 
object associated to a 3-manifold M. Normal surfaces are in a one-to-one correspondence 
with the admissible solutions to certain matching equations and the projection of such 
a solution to 9% is called the projective class of the corresponding normal surface. It is an 
important problem to relate the topology of M to the structure of 9%. One aspect of this 
problem is to find circumstances under which normal surfaces whose projective classes 
belong to the same face of 9~ share significant properties. It is also of interest o determine 
whether or not a given class of surfaces is always represented by a normal surface whose 
projective class is a vertex of 9%. There are only a finite number of surfaces (up to multiple 
copies) whose projective classes are vertices and these are easily constructed from the data 
in the matching equations. The faces of 9% are closely related to branched surfaces and 
some of our results can be translated into results about branched surfaces. 
The weight of a normal surface F is the number of points in F n T--(l) and is denoted by 
wt(F). Jaco and Oertel[4] show that if F is a least weight injective normal surface in a closed 
irreducible 3-manifold M then the minimal face CF of 9% carrying F carries only injective 
surfaces. From this it follows that there is an injective normal surface whose projective class 
is a vertex of 9% and one is led to an algorithm for detecting such surfaces. If M is not 
irreducible then there exists a complete decomposing set of 2-spheres for M whose projec- 
tive classes are linearly independent vertices of a single face in 9% [6]. It is also shown in [6] 
that if a 3-manifold M has a compressible boundary then there exists an essential compres- 
sion disk whose projective class is a vertex of 9%. 
Our goal in this paper is to study the faces CF of 9~ associated with taut normal surfaces 
having minimal weight. For a nonzero homology class gEH2(M, 8M;Z) the norm x(g) is 
defined [l l] as the infimum, over all properly embedded surfaces G representing , of 
x-(G) = - x(G - spherical and disk components of G). 
The extension of x to all of H,(M, aM; R) is made using convexity and continuity. An 
oriented, incompressible, &incompressible surface F properly embedded in M is said to be 
taut if its homology class [F] is nontrivial in H,(M, aM;Z), F is ~--minimizing, and there 
is no homologically trivial union of components of F. A taut surface F is said to be Iw-taut if 
it has minimal weight among all taut surfaces representing the homology class [F]. If F is 
lw-taut then n pairwise disjoint copies of F, denoted by nF, is an lw-taut surface representing 
the class n[F] (see Lemma 1 in [ll]). 
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Throughout this paper M will always denote a triangulated, compact, oriented 3- 
manifold which is the connected sum of irreducible 3-manifolds and for which all compress- 
ible boundary components are tori. Given a nontrivial homology classfE H,(M, aM; Z), we 
show that there exists a face C, of &, called a complete lw-taut face, that exhibits some very 
strong properties. There is a unique orientation induced on the normal surfaces carried by 
C, and we let [C,] denote the set of homology classes of all oriented normal surfaces carried 
by C,. Not only does C, carry every lw-taut normal surface representing the classf, it also 
carries every iw-taut normal surface representing any homology class in CC,]. A surprising 
result is that these faces C, carry only lw-taut surfaces. It is not the kind of property that one 
would expect to be inherited. A consequence of this fact is that one can construct lw-taut 
surfaces representing any nonzero homology class in H,(M,dM;Z). The notion of least 
weight normal surfaces is introduced by Jaco and Rubinstein in [S] where such surfaces are 
shown to have some properties similar to those of least area (minimal) surfaces. 
Among the applications of the existence of complete lw-taut faces is the construction of 
a minimal Seifert surface for a link. Since a minimal Seifert surface S is a taut surface, there 
exists some lw-taut surface F representing the homology class [S]. The complete lw-taut 
face CL,, carries F and possibly many other representatives of this homology class. 
However, they are all Iw-taut surfaces which can be capped off with boundary parallel 
annuli to obtain minimal Seifert surfaces for the link. To construct a minimal Seifert surface, 
we begin by listing the vertex surfaces for 95 and form the subsets corresponding to 
admissible faces. From each subset we construct, if algebraically possible, one representative 
of the homology class [S]. Included in this finite collection is at least one lw-taut surface. 
Computing the x-norm of the surfaces in this collection we obtain a minimal Seifert surface 
by choosing one that is taut and then capping any extra pairs of boundary components. 
One can also choose this minimal Seifert surface to have least weight among all minimal 
Seifert surfaces. For knots it turns out that a least weight minimal Seifert surface can be 
obtained from a normal surface whose projective class is a vertex of %-. 
The norm x is linear on the cone over C, and hence [C, - O,] is carried by a face of the 
x-unit sphere agX, where 0, denotes the face of C, carrying all surfaces of zero Euler 
characteristic. The collection { [CJ]f determines a linear cell subdivision of the polyhedron 
daX. Closely linked to this subdivision is the weight w(f) of a homology classf; defined to 
be the weight of an lw-taut representative off: The restriction of w to the closure of the cone 
over a top-dimensional face of&Y, is a norm and the cones over the top-dimensional cells in 
this subdivision are the maximal subsets on which w is linear. This leads to a method for the 
construction of aax. 
The development of branched surface theory in [ 1,8,9] begins with normal surfaces and 
it is natural that the faces of 9~ are closely related to certain branched surfaces. Indeed, 
corresponding to complete lw-taut faces are maximal, taut, oriented branched surfaces (with 
disks of contact) that have a homological disjointness in the sense that no two surfaces 
carried with positive weights by distinct branched surfaces of this type can represent he 
same homology class. Moreover, given a face d of i39, we can use the weight w to subdivide 
0 into linear cells such that for each cell there is a taut, oriented, incompressible branched 
surface without Reeb components carrying lw-taut representatives of every homology class 
in the cone over this cell. If C, is a face of C, which is minimal among those faces carrying 
a representative of the homology class [G] then associated to C, is a taut homology 
branched surface. This gives us a finite collection of taut homology RIB carrying lw-taut 
surfaces representing every class of H2(M, aM;Z), where M is a compact, orientable 
connected sum of irreducible 3-monifolds with all boundary components incompressible 
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except possibly for some tori. This extends a result of Oertel [9] to this more general class of 
3-manifolds. 
2. SOME NORMAL SURFACE THEORY 
A normal surface F in M is a properly embedded surface in general position with the 
l-skeleton Y(l) and intersects each tetrahedron A of Y in properly embedded elementary 
disks which intersect each face in at most one straight line. If E is an elementary disk then L?E 
is uniquely determined by the points Er\Y(‘) and it is convenient hat E itself be uniquely 
determined by these points. Thus, we further require that each elementary disk E in A be 
a planar disk if EnT-“’ is a planar set and otherwise require that E equal the cone b*BE 
where b is the centroid of the 3-simplex in A spanned by EAT”‘. With this convention, 
a normal surface F is uniquely determined by the set of points FAT(‘). A normal isotopy of 
M is an isotopy which leaves the simplices of Y invariant. An elementary disk is deter- 
mined, up to normal isotopy, by the manner in which it separates the vertices of A and we 
refer to the normal isotopy class of an elementary disk as its disk type. There are seven 
possible disk types (see Fig. 1) in each tetrahedron corresponding to the seven possible 
separations of its four vertices; four of which consist of triangles and three consisting of 
quadrilaterals. The normal isotopy class of an arc in which an elementary disk meets 
a 2-face of A is called an arc type. 
We fix once and for all an ordering (d, , . . . , d,J of the disk types in Y and assign 
a 7t-tuple x’ = (x1, . . . , xTf), called the normal coordinates of F, to a normal surface F by 
letting Xi denote the number of elementary disks in F of type die The normal surface F is 
uniquely determined, up to normal isotopy, by its normal coordinates. Among 7t-tuples of 
nonnegative integers x’ = (x1,. . . , xTt), those corresponding to normal surfaces are charac- 
terized by two constraints. The first constraint is that it must be possible to realize the 
required 4-sided disk types di corresponding to nonzero xi’s by disjoint elementary disks. 
This is equivalent o allowing no more than one 4-sided disk type to be represented in each 
tetrahedron. The second constraint concerns the matching of the edges of elementary disks 
along incident 2-faces of tetrahedra. Consider two tetrahedra meeting along a common 
2-face and fix an arc type in this 2-face. There are exactly two disk types from each of the 
tetrahedra whose elementary disks meet this 2-face in arcs of the given arc type. If the 
7t-tuple is to correspond to a normal surface then there must be the same number of 
elementary disks on both sides of the incident 2-face meeting it in arcs of the given type. This 
constraint can be given as a system of matching equations, one equation for each arc type in 
the 2-simplexes of Y interior to M. 
Fig. 1. A model of elementary disks. 
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Matching equations: 
xi + xj = xk + Xl (1) 
0 I Xi, 1 I i I 7t. 
The nonnegative solutions to the matching equations (1) form an infinite linear cone 
9~ cR7’. The normalizing equation CT:, Xi = 1 is added to form the system of normal 
equations for Y. The solution space 9% c 9~ becomes a compact, convex, linear cell and is 
referred to as the projective solution space for Y. The projective class of a normal surface F is 
the image of the normal coordinates of F under the projection %- -+ 9?!. A rational point 
,?E 9% is said to be an admissible solution if corresponding to each tetrahedron there is at 
most one of the quadrilateral variables which is nonzero. Every admissible solution is the 
projective class of an embedded normal surface. 
Given a normal surface F, we denote by CF the unique minimal face of 9% that contains 
the projective class of F. A normal surface is carried by CF if its projective class belongs to 
Cr. It is easy to see that a normal surface G is carried by CF if and only if there exists 
a normal surface H such that mF = G + H for some positive integer m. Every rational point 
in Cr is an admissible solution and, in particular, a vertex 0’ of CF is an admissible solution 
since it has rational coordinates which are zero in any variable corresponding to a disk type 
not represented in F. A vertex surface V is a two-sided normal surface whose parametriz- 
ation kv’lies on a ray through o’of 9 such that k is the smallest integer for which kv’ has 
nonnegative integer coordinates with V being two-sided in M. These vertex surfaces can be 
computed by elementary means. 
If two elementary disks El, E, in a tetrahedron A intersect transversely then each 
component of El nE, is an arc a properly embedded in A and c( spans the interior of distinct 
2-faces of A. We say that CI is a regular arc of intersection if there exists a pair of disjoint 
elementary disks having the same disk types as El and E2. This is equivalent o the property 
that the union of the vertices of El and Ez span a disjoint pair of elementary disks. This is 
always the case except when El and E2 are quadrilateral disks of different disk types. Two 
normal surfaces G and H are said to intersect ransversely if each pair of elementary disks 
from G and H, respectively, intersect transversely. Let G and H be normal surfaces 
intersecting transversely and for which each intersection curve of GnH is regular in the 
sense that it is a union of regular arcs. Then there is a unique (embedded) normal surface 
G + H, called the normal sum of G and H, determined by the points (GuH)nY(“. Notice 
that the normal coordinates of G + H coincide with the algebraic sum of the normal 
coordinates of H and G. An important consequence is the fact that the normal sum is an 
associative operation. 
Given an orientation-preserving intersection curve CI between orientable normal surfaces 
G and H (intersecting transversely) there are always two possible ways to define a cut- 
and-paste operation along ~1. Consider a regular neighborhood N(U) = I x Z x K of c(, 
where Z = [- 1, l] and K = I or S’. We may assume that Gnfr(N(cc)) = { - l> x 
(l}xKu{l}x{-1)xK and Hnfr(N(cr))={-1)x{-~}xKu{~}x{~)xK. Then 
A = N(q)nG and A’ = N(ol)nH are both annuli or both disks. In a cut-and-paste operation 
we obtain F by replacing AuA in GuH by either (1) B = I x al x K or (2) B = al x Z x K. 
Associated with the operation is a O-weight annulus or disk C, where in (1) C = 0 x Z x K and 
in (2) C = Z x 0 x K. We refer to the components of fr(C) = FnC as trace curues corres- 
ponding to c(. We say that two components of B -j?(C) are adjacent along C if they lie in the 
same component of N(a) - C. 
Let F denote the surface obtained from G and H by cut-and-paste operations along the 
intersection curves GnH (see Fig. 2). We can associate with this sequence of cut-and-paste 
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Fig. 2. Fold created by cut-and-paste along an irregular curve. 
operations a family of trace curves. A subsurface P c F is called a patch iffr(P) consists of 
trace curves but otherwise P is disjoint from the trace curves. We reserve the term disk patch 
for a patch that is a disk with connected frontier. 
A regular intersection curve is always orientation preserving [S]. The cut-and-paste 
operation along c( which preserves the normal isotopy classes of the elementary disks is 
called a regular exchange. The normal sum of G + H, as defined above, is the surface which 
results from performing a regular exchange along each (regular) intersection curve of GnH 
and then straightening by a normal isotopy. When several normal surfaces are involved in 
a normal sum, the order in which one performs the regular exchanges makes no difference. 
All regular exchanges can be performed by performing regular exchanges between arcs in 
which the surfaces intersect the 2-simplices of Y. A single regular exchange does not 
introduce new disk types and hence does not introduce irregular intersection curves. In fact, 
as previously pointed out, the normal sum is completely determined by the points in which 
the union of surfaces intersects the l-skeleton and corresponds to vector addition of the 
normal coordinates. 
When G and H are oriented surfaces, the cut-and-paste operation along an intersection 
curve which preserves given orientations is called an orientation exchange. Thus, for 
oriented surfaces we also have an orientation sum GO H obtained by performing an 
orientation exchange along each intersection curve. In this paper we will consistently use 
+ for the normal sum and @ to denote the orientation sum. In general, G @ H need not 
coincide with G + H. The O-weight surfaces described above will help us to keep track of 
which cut-and-paste operations correspond to regular exchanges when we look at a par- 
tially complete sum process. 
Now consider an intersection curve CI, regular or not, of the normal surfaces G and 
H and suppose one performs a cut-and-paste operation along c1 that is not a regular 
exchange. Then there exists a tetrahedron A containing elementary disks E’c G, E”c H 
which intersect in an arc E’nE”ccr such that one of the disks produced by the cut- 
and-paste operation along E’nE” meets a 2-face of A in an arc p and @ is contained in 
a l-simplex. We call such an arc p a fold. More generally, we say that a surface K, 
intersecting J r--(2’ transversely, contains a fold if there exists a 2-simplex c such that some 
component of anK is an arc with both endpoints in a l-simplex of 0. An important 
observation is that if K is a surface which contains a fold then there exists an isotopy 
removing the fold and decreasing the weight of K (see Fig. 3). 
Given a pair of normal surfaces G and H which intersect ransversely, a component a of 
GnH is called an inessential intersection curve if tx is the frontier of a disk in G or H. In 
certain cases one can eliminate all inessential intersection curves from a sum by exchanging 
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isotopy 
Fig. 3. An isotopy that removes a fold and decreases weight. 
pairs of innermost disks. A disk D c G (or H) withfr(D) c GnH is called an innermost disk if 
DnG =fr(D) and@(D) is connected. A least weight innermost disk is an innermost disk 
which has minimal weight relative to all other innermost disks in G and H. A disk DC G 
which is the closure of a component of G - GnH is not an innermost disk unless it meets 
aM in no more than one arc. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Tollefson [12]). Let M be a compact, oriented 3-manifold which is a connec- 
ted sum of irreducible 3-mantfolds whose compressible boundary components are tori. Suppose 
G and H are lw-taut normal surfaces in M intersecting transversely such that GnH contains 
an inessential intersection curve. (i) There exists a regular intersection curve that is thefrontier 
of a pair of least weight innermost disks in G and H, respectively. (ii) Zf G n H contains 
a contractible simple closed intersection curve then the pair of least weight innermost disks can 
be chosen disjoint from JM. (iii) Every inessential intersection curve in GnH is a regular 
intersection curve and the result of regular exchanges at each inessential curve of GvH is 
a union of two lw-taut normal surfaces G’ and H’ representing the same homology classes as 
G and H, respectively, and no intersection curve in G’nH’ is inessential. 
Suppose that G and H are incompressible, &incompressible, normal surfaces for which 
the normal sum G + H is defined. If we perform all regular exchanges along intersection 
curves which are the common frontier of pairs of innermost disks we eventually obtain 
normal surfaces G’, H’, homeomorphic to G, H, respectively, such that mF = G’ + H’ and 
for which no component of G’nH’ is the common frontier of a pair of innermost disks in 
G’, H’. We call such a sum G’ + H’ the disk-reduced normal sum obtained from G + H. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf G and H are each lw-taut then the disk-reduced sum G’ + H’ obtainedfrom 
G + H has the property that G’, H’ are lw-taut surfaces homeomorphic and homologous to 
G, H, respectively, G’nH’ contains no inessential intersection curves, and G’ + H’ = G + H. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1 all inessential intersection curves are regular and can be com- 
pletely eliminated by using only regular exchanges which switch pairs of innermost disks 
that have equal weight. 0 
Finally, we need to know that there always exist lw-taut normal surfaces. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let F be a taut surface in M such that F is in general position with respect to 
.T, Then there exists a taut normal surface G homologous to F such that wt(G) I wt(F). 
Proof Among all taut surfaces representing the homology class f = 
[F] E H,(M, 8M; Z) and in general position with the 2-skeleton Yc2), let F be one for which 
wt(F) is minimal. Suppose that F’ is obtained from F by performing a compression (surgery) 
on F along a disk D. Since [F ‘1 = fand F is a x _ -minimal representative off it can be easily 
checked that x_ (F’) = x-(F). Thus, if we discard any homologically trivial components of 
F’ we again have a taut surface. Using such compressions, we can remove all components of 
the intersection of F with Yc2) which are simple closed curves in the interior of a 2-simplex 
and call the resulting taut surface F again. With this in mind one can follow Steps 3-5 in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3 in [S] to show that F can be isotoped to a normal surface G. 0 
3. COMPLETE Iw-TAUT FACES 
Let M denote a compact, oriented connected sum of irreducible 3-manifolds uch that 
all compressible components of aM are tori. A taut surface in M may be a disk but not 
a 2-sphere. Given a normal surface F, the unique minimal face C, of 9% carrying the 
projective class of F is said to be taut (lw-taut) if every surface carried by C, is taut (lw-taut). 
We show that if F is an oriented, lw-taut surface then the face C, is lw-taut and each surface 
carried by C, has a canonical orientation. If F - denotes F with the orientation reversed and 
G is carried by C, then G- is carried by CF.. An important fact, which we prove, below, is 
that the normal surface sum and the orientation sum agree among oriented surfaces carried 
by C,. We will let [C,] denote the set of homology classes represented by the oriented 
surfaces carried by C,. For each homology classf E H2(M, 8M; Z) we show that there exists 
a unique complete lw-taut face C, which has the property that if g E [C,] then C,c C,. 
The first lemma has the same conclusion as that of Lemma 2.2 but the hypothesis that 
G and H are lw-taut is replaced by the assumption that their normal sum G + H is lw-taut. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F be an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface and suppose that G and H are 
orientable normal surfaces such that mF = G + H (as unoriented surfaces) for some positive 
integer m. If the sum G + H is disk-reduced then GnH contains no inessential intersection 
curves. 
Proof Assume that the sum mF = G + H is disk-reduced. We first show that there are 
no inessential simple closed curves in GnH. It then follows that the sum mF = G + H can 
be broken up into two disjoint sums, one involving only the disk components of mF and the 
other involving only the nondisk components of mF. We finally show that there are no 
inessential intersection arcs in either of these sums. 
Suppose GnH contains an inessential simple closed curve 6. There exists a O-weight 
annulus A associated with the exchange along B such that aA = AnmF = uuc0. Since B is 
contractible in M, the trace curves a and or’ each bound a disk in mF. We may assume that 
& bounds an innermost disk in G or H and hence one of the trace curves, say ~1, bounds an 
interior disk patch e in mF. We may also assume that & has been chosen such that e has the 
least weight among all such interior disk patches in mF. 
Let e’ denote the disk in mF bounded by CI’. Since all 2-spheres in M are separating, the 
surface F’ obtained by attaching to mF - e’ a disk normal isotopic to euA is homeomor- 
phic and homologous to mF. Since mF is lw-taut and wt(mF) 2 wt(F) it follows that 
wt(e) = wt(e) and wt(F’) = wt(mF). Hence F’ is also lw-taut. 
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Our first step is to show that e $ e’. So assume that e c e’ and let B = e’ - e, an annulus 
with 8B = aua’. Observe that wt(B) = 0 since wt(e) = wt(e’). Now e is an essential compres- 
sion disk for AuB and, in our context, it follows easily that AuB is a torus. We can view the 
lw-taut surface F’ described above as F’ = (mF - B)uA. There are two ways in which e and 
B can be situated along A. 
Case (i): e is not adjacent along A to either end of B. Thus B is adjacent o itself along A. 
If we form a sum from G and H by performing an irregular exchange along & and regular 
exchanges along all other intersection curves, we obtain the disjoint union of F’ and Au& 
where the torus AuB has O-weight. Because of the irregular exchange along &, it follows 
from Lemma 1.1 in [12] that there exists a fold in this sum. The fold cannot occur in AuB 
since AuB is disjoint from the l-skeleton. Hence F’ must have a fold and the weight of F’ 
can be reduced by an isotopy, which is impossible since F’ is lw-taut. 
Case (ii): e is adjacent along A to one end of B. Let o be a 2-simplex meeting the 
O-weight orus AuB and let C be a component of on(AuB). Assign an orientation to the 
simple closed curve C and view C as a union of oriented arcs from Ano and Bna joined 
together in an alternating fashion. Let {al,. . . , a, = ul} denote the components of AnanC 
and let {b,, . . . , b, = b,} denote the components of Bna. Choose notation so that ai joins 
the head of bi to the tail of bi + 1. Since e and one end of B are adjacent along A it follows that 
bi and bi+ 1 are not adjacent along Qi in o. Let li be the arc component of mFna containing 
bi. The orientation on bi induces an orientation on Ai. (Recall that li is an elementary arc 
spanning two edges of er and each ai is an arc in the interior of cr spanning two distinct 
elementary arcs Ai and ii+ 1 .) Observe that each pair of elementary arcs li, 1i+ 1 have either 
both tails or both heads on a common edge of 80. Think of the direction of bi as the edge of 
&r on which the head of ,$ lies. As one traverses around C one complete revolution, the 
directions of the bi must change three times. However, using the fact that bi and bi+ 1 are not 
adjacent along ai, it is easy to see that there can be at most one adjacent pair bi, bi+ 1 which 
do not have the same direction. It is therefore impossible for wt(AuB) = 0 and so this case 
does not occur either. 
We can now assume that e$e’. The disks e and e’ are disjoint and euAue’ is 
a homologically trivial 2-sphere. Suppose that e is not adjacent along A to e’. Let F1, F2 
denote the components of mF such that ec F1 and e’c F2. Starting with G and H, perform 
an irregular exchange along d and regular exchanges along all other intersection curves to 
obtain a surface F” = (mF - N(B))uA, u AZ, where N(h) is a regular neighborhood of 
& intersecting mF in a regular neighborhood of JA, Al cc!?N(S) is an annulus parallel to 
A joining a(e - N(5)) with a(F, - (N(&)ue’)), and A2 c aN (&) is an annulus parallel to 
A joining a@’ - N(Q) with a(F1 - (N(h)ue)). Thus F” is the surface obtained from mF by 
replacing e with a copy of Aue’ and replacing e’ with a copy of Ave. As before, F” has a fold 
because of the one irregular exchange. But F” is homeomorphic and homologous to mF and 
wt(F”) = wt(mF), contradicting that mF is lw-taut. Thus e is adjacent along A to e’. 
So far, we have shown that whenever eis a least weight, innermost, interior disk patch in 
mF = G + H with boundary corresponding to an intersection curve & then ene’ = 8, 
wt(e) = wt(e’), and e is adjacent to e’ along A. Since we are assuming that the sum is 
disk-reduced, e’ cannot be a disk patch and hence there exists another least weight interior 
disk patch contained in e’. 
Starting with e. = e and eb = e’, we can construct a sequence of least weight disk 
patches (eo,elceb,. . .,e,+, tea} where einej = 8, wt(q) = wt(e,!) and ei is adjacent 
to e:. This sequence must eventually return with e,ce; for some j < n. After adjusting 
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notation, we may assume we have j = 0 and n is the first index that satisfies e, c e>. Let &+ be 
the intersection curve corresponding to the pair of disks ei and e:. Let Ai be a O-weight 
annulus with 8Ai = CIiucL:, where Cl; = &i and cr: = &: are the trace curves associated with 
the exchange along ii. Perform regular exchanges at all the intersection curves of GnH 
except along &, . . . , ii, _ I to obtain mF = F' + U, where F' and lJ are normal surfaces and 
U =(e; - eouA,)u... u (eb - e,_ 1 uA,_ 1 ) is a torus or Klein bottle. But wt(U) = 0, which 
is impossible for a normal surface. 
We have shown that there are no interior disk patches in the sum G + H and we now 
consider the possibility of disk patches which meet aM. We first observe that the summands 
of the disk components of mF are disjoint from the summands of the nondisk components. 
Suppose a disk component of F meets a torus boundary component T of M. Since F is 
lw-taut it follows that only components of F which are disks and pairwise homologous can 
meet T and we let D denote the union of these disk components of F. If CI is a trace curve in 
mD then the associated trace curve a’ is also contained in mD. Thus, we can view the sum 
G + H as two disjoint sums, one involving the disk components and the other the nondisk 
components. More precisely, let Di denote the union of the disk components of F meeting 
the ith boundary torus of M and let S = F - (Dlu... u D,). We have the pairwise disjoint 
unions G = G'vD;v...uD: and H = H'uD;'u.+,vD:', where G’, 0: are components of 
G and H', 0: are components of H and the sum mF = G + H is the disjoint union of the 
sums mS= G'+ H',mD1 = D; +D;',...,mD,= Di+ D:'. 
Suppose there exists an inessential intersection arc in GnH. We follow the argument 
used above for inessential simple closed intersection curves, with only minor modifications, 
to obtain a contradiction. There exists a disk patch e in mF with frontier a trace arc 
c1 corresponding to &. Let A denote a O-weight disk associated with the exchange along 
2 wherefr(A) = AnmF = CLUCI'. We may assume that e has the least weight among all such 
disk patches in mF. 
If e c mS, let e’ denote the disk in mS bounded by ~1’. Form the surface F' by attaching to 
mF - e' a disk d normal isotopic to euA. We first note that the lw-taut surface S does not 
meet any of the compressible torus boundary components of M. If T is a compressible 
component of aM then a 2-sphere is a regular neighborhood of the union of T with an 
essential compression disk. Since S is incompressible, &incompressible, and has no disk 
components, it follows that S is disjoint from T. Thus cut? is homologically trivial and F' is 
homeomorphic and homologous to mF. Since mF is lw-taut and wt(mF) 2 wt(F') it follows 
that wt(e) = wt(e?, wt(F) = wt(mF) and F' is lw-taut. 
By an argument similar to that used for interior disk patches, it can be shown that 
ene’ = 0. Again the disk euAue' is homologically trivial and, as before, e is adjacent along 
A to e’. Since the sum is disk-reduced, e’ is not a disk patch and there exists another least 
weight interior disk patch contained in e’. We have everything needed to construct a cyclic 
sequence of least weight disk patches and obtain normal surfaces S’, U such that 
mS = S' + U where U is a O-weight annulus. Thus we get a contradiction. 
The only possibility that remains is for e c mD, where D = Dj for some j. Let e’ be the 
disk in mD with frontier CL’ and such that e’ is adjacent to e along the O-weight disk 
A associated with 5. Suppose that e c e’ and let D' be the disk component of mD with e’ c D'. 
Let E = (mD - D’)uE’ where E’ = (D' - e')uAue. By the argument in Case (ii) above it 
follows that wt(e’ -e) > 0 and hence wt(E) < wt(mD). Now e' - e meets both sides of A and 
hence E’ is a nonseparating disk. Since all essential compression disks (given appropriate 
orientations) meeting T represent he same homology class, this contradicts the fact that 
D is lw-taut. Hence we must have ene' = 8. If euAue' is an essential compression disk then 
we obtain a contradiction as in Case (i) above. Thus we have ene' = 8, e adjacent along A to 
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e’, and e u A u e’ homologically trivial. It follows as before that wt(e) = wt(e’) and we have 
positioned ourselves once again to obtain a contradiction by constructing a cyclic sequence 
of least weight disk patches. 
Therefore we conclude that there are no inessential intersection curves for the sum 
mF = G + H. We have also shown that in a .disk-reduced sum the disk summands Di, 0; 
are pairwise disjoint and hence components of mF. 0 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface. Suppose that G and H are 
orientable normal surfaces such that mF = G + H (as unoriented surfaces) for some positive 
integer m and the sum G + H is disk-reduced. Then G and H are lw-taut and the orientation of 
F induces unique orientations on G and H such that mF = GO H = G + H (as oriented 
surfaces) and [G + H] = [G] + [H]. 
Proof If we can show that there exist consistent orientations on GuH - G n H which 
agree with the orientation of mF then it will follow that G + H = GO H. Suppose the 
orientations induced by mF on the components of GuH - GnH are inconsistent along 
some intersection curve ~1. Let A denote a O-weight annulus or disk associated with the 
exchange along tl. We have A n mF =fi(A) and A meets just one side of some regular 
neighborhood of mF as shown in Fig. 4(a). Form the oriented surface F’ from mF by an 
orientation preserving cut-and-paste operation along A. This is the surface obtained from 
G u H by performing regular exchanges along all intersection curves except tl, along which 
we do an irregular exchange. Then F’ is homologous to mF, which we denote by F’ N mF, 
(a) Inconsistent orientations 
(b) Consistent orientations 
Fig. 4. (a) G’@,H’ # G’ + H', (b) G'@H' = G' + H'. 
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and x(F’) = x(M). Now F’ cannot have 2-sphere or nontaut disk components for otherwise 
some intersection curve would be inessential. Thus F’ = F” u X, where F” is taut and X is 
a homologically trivial normal surface whose components are annuli and tori. Now 
wt(F’) = wt(F) - wt(X) I wt(F) = wt(mfland F’ - F”. Since mF is lw-taut we have X = fl 
and F’ is taut as well as lw-taut. Observe that F’ has a fold and so its weight can be 
decreased by an isotopy, which is impossible. Therefore the orientations induced on the 
components of GuH - GnH give a consistent orientation of G + H. 
Suppose G or H is not X--minimizing. Choose lw-taut normal surfaces X and Y homo- 
logous to G and H, respectively. We may assume that X and Y intersect ransversely with no 
inessential intersection curves and hence X@ Y has no 2-sphere or nontaut disk compo- 
nents. Let g, h E H2(M) denote the homology classes represented by G, H, respectively. 
Observe that x(g + h) I x-(X@ Y) = x_(X) + x_(Y) < x_(G) + x_(H) = x_(mF). Thus 
x(g + h) < x([mF]), contradicting the fact that [mF] = [G OH] = g + h. This contradic- 
tion shows that G and H are X--minimizing. 
We thus have G = G’ u U and G = G’ u V, where G’,H’ are taut, and U, V are 
homologically trivial normal surfaces whose components are annuli and tori. From 
w(g + h) = wt(mF) = wt(G’ + U) + wt(H’ + V) 2 wt(G’) + wt(H’) 2 w(g) + w(h) 2 w(g + h) 
it follows that wt(U) = wt(v) = 0, wt(G) = w(g), and wt(H) = wt(h). Hence V = V = 8 and 
G and H are each lw-taut. 0 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F be an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface. Then C, is an lw-taut face and 
there are unique orientations assigned to the surfaces carried by C, such that if G and H are 
carried by C, then [G + H] = [G] + [H]. 
Proof Let G be a connected normal surface carried by C,. If G were not orientable then 
the boundary 2G of a regular neighborhood of G is a connected, orientable normal surface 
carried by C,. We can write mF = 2G + W, where W is also orientable. It follows from 
Lemma 3.2 that 2G is taut, which is impossible since 2G is homologically trivial. Thus C, 
carries only orientable normal surfaces. 
There exists an integer m and an orientable normal surface X carried by C, such that 
mF = G + X. Now G is lw-taut and the associated disk-reduced sum G’ + X’ has the 
property that G’ and X’ have unique orientations uch that mF = G’@ H’ = G’ + H’. The 
orientation of G’ determines an orientation for G which is uniquely defined. Suppose that 
we were to have nF = G + Y where G” + Y” is the associated isk-reduced sum and G” 
receives an orientation such that [G”] = - CC’]. Then (m + n)F = (X’ + Y”) + (G’ + G”) 
is homologous to the normal surface X’ + Y”, which is taut by Lemma 3.2. But 
wt(X’ + Y”) < wt((m +n)F), contradicting that (m + n)F is lw-taut. 
Now suppose G, H are oriented surfaces carried by C,. Since G + H is also carried by C, 
we can write nF = (G + H) + Y = G + (H + Y) and orient G + H. It follows that G and 
H receive the same orientation whether being viewed as carried by C, or by C,,,. By 
Lemma 3.2, G + H is an oriented, lw-taut surface and hence C,,, is an oriented lw-taut 
face. The disk-reduced sum G’ + H’ obtained from G + H is such that G + H = 
G’ + H’ = G’O H’ and hence [G + H] = [G] + IH]. 0 
COROLLARY 3.4. If F is an oriented, Iw-taut, normal surface and G, H are carried by C, 
then x([G + H]) = x([Gj) + ~([a). 
Proof Since G, H, and G + H are each lw-taut, it follows that x([G + H]) = x([mF]) = 
x-(mF) = X-(G) + X-(H) = x(CGl) + x(CHl). q 
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LEMMA 3.5 Let F be an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface. If Cr carries a surface X such 
that x([X]) = 0 then there exists a unique face Or of Cr such that (i) every surface Y carried by 
Cr and with x([ Y]) = 0 is carried by the face Or, and (ii) OF carries only surfaces with 
nonnegative Euler characteristic. Moreover, the homology classes in [Cr - Or] are contained 
in the cone over the minimal face of the x-unit sphere a@, carrying the homology class [F]. 
Proof Suppose X is an oriented normal surface carried by C, such that x([X]) = 0. 
Then Cx is an lw-taut face contained in Cr. If Y is carried by Cx then we can express 
mX = Y + Z for some m, where Z is also carried by Cx. Since x is linear on CC,] we have 
x([ Y]) + x([Z]) = x([mX]) = 0 and hence x([ Y]) = 0. On the other hand, if x([ Y]) = 0 
and Y is carried by C, - Cx then both X and Y are carried by Cx+r, where 
x([X + yl) = x([X]) + x([ Y]) = 0. It follows that there is a unique maximal face OF of Cr 
carrying only surfaces of nonnegative Euler characteristic and such that Cr - OF carries 
only surfaces of negative Euler characteristic. q 
In preparation for the construction of the complete lw-taut faces C, we need to consider 
how homologous lw-taut surfaces are related. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let F1, F2 be oriented normal surfaces in M which intersect transversely and 
represent the same element, up to sign, in H,(M, aM; Z). If F1 and F2 are each lw-taut then all 
intersection curves of F1 nFz are regular and the geometric sum FI + F2 is the disjoint union of 
two lw-taut normal surfaces F;‘, F;’ such that F;’ N F1 and F’; N F2. 
Proof: As a consequence of Lemma 2.2, we can eliminate all inessential intersection 
curves from FlnFz by performing regular exchanges along intersection curves bounding 
pairs of least weight innermost disks. Assume that this has been done and note that no disk 
components of F1 or F2 contain intersection curves. 
Choose orientations of F1 and F2 such that FluFz N 0. There exists an oriented 
submanifold X of M - (F,uF,) such that 8X = F1uF2. Select a component MI of X and 
let HI = MI n F1 and H2 = MI nFz. Each intersection curve of F1 nF2 in aM1 is a compon- 
ent offi andfr(Hz). Perform orientation-preserving cut-and-paste operations along all 
the intersection curves in aM1 to obtain surfaces F; = (F, - H,)nH, and F; = 
(F, - H2)nH, homologous to F1, F,, respectively. Observe that wt(F;) + wt(F2) 
= wr(Fi) + wr(&) and XV’;) + XV’;) = XVI) + x(F2). 
If either F; or F; has a 2-sphere or a nontaut disk component hen there would exist an 
inessential intersection curve. Thus there are no 2-sphere components in either F; or F; and 
all disk components are taut. It follows that x_(F;) + x_(F;) = x_(F,) + x_(F,) and hence 
Fi = FyUKi, a disjoint union, where F:’ is a taut surface homologous to Fi and Ki is 
a homologically trivial union of disjoint annuli and tori. Since wt(F;‘) + 
wt(F;‘) I wt(F’i) + wt(F2) = wt(F,) + wt(F,), it follows that F;’ and F’; are also lw-taut and 
wt(K,) = wt(K,) = 0. If any exchange had been irregular, a fold would have been created at 
that point and some form of a fold would have remained throughout the remaining 
exchanges (see Lemma 1.1 in [12]). Such a fold cannot be in F;’ or F;’ since these surfaces are 
lw-taut. But if the fold were in H1uH2 then wt(H,uH,) > 0 and hence 
wt(F;‘) + wt(F’i) < wt(F,) + wt(F,), which is also impossible. Thus each exchange per- 
formed in the construction of F;, F; is a regular exchange and Ki and K2 are normal 
surfaces. As we have already seen, wt(K,) = wt(K,) = 0 and hence K1 = K2 = 8. 
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Repetition of this construction eventually yields the orientation sum F1 Q F2 as a pair of 
disjoint, lw-taut, surfaces F;‘, I$ homologous to F1 and F,, respectively, where all intersec- 
tion curves in Fi nF2 are regular and F1 @ F2 = F1 + F2. cl 
THEOREM 3.7. Given a nontrivial homology class feH,(M, 8M), let (F,, . . . , F,} be the 
finite set (up to normal isotopy) of all oriented, lw-taut, normal surfaces representing f All 
intersection curves between the Fi are regular, the normal sum F = F1 + ’ ’ . + F,, is an 
lw-taut surface representing the homology calss nf; and the lw-taut face C, has the property 
that if it carries one lw-taut surface representing a class g E H,(M, aM; 2) then it carries every 
lw-taut surface representing the class g. 
Proof An induction agument based on Lemma 3.6 shows that F is an lw-taut normal 
surface representing nf Thus Cr is an lw-taut face by Theorem 3.3 and C, clearly carries 
every lw-taut surface representing 5 Suppose that G is an oriented normal surface carried by 
C,. There exists another oriented normal surface H carried by C, such that mF = G -t H. 
Now G and H are both lw-taut and x([mF]) = x([G]) + ~([a). 
Suppose G’ is an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface homologous to G. We will be finished 
once we show that G’ is carried by C,. We may assume that G’nH has no inessential 
intersection curves since they can be eliminated by performing regular exchanges. From 
x([G@ H]) = x([mFj) = x([G’]) + x([E_rl) = x_(G’) f X_(H) 2 X-(G’O H) it follows that 
G’ 0 H is x _ -minimizing. Thus G’ 0 H = Xu Y, a disjoint union where X is lw-taut and Y is 
homologically trivial with each component having zero Euler characteristic. However, 
wt(X) I wt(G’@ H) = wt(G’) + wt(H) = wt(G) + wt(H) = wt(mF) and hence each compon- 
ent of Y is a O-weight annulus or torus. If Y # 8 then G’ 0 H is not a normal sum and there 
exists a fold in G’ OH. Since Y does not have a fold there must be a fold in X. But X is 
lw-taut and cannot have a fold. Thus Y = 8 and X = G’ 0 H is lw-taut. Since G’ @ H has no 
folds it follows that G’ + H = G’ 0 H. Now G’ + H is a taut normal surface homologous to 
mF and thus G’ + H is the union of m surfaces, each of which is homologous to F (see 
Lemma 1 in [l 11). Since G’ + H is lw-taut it follows that each of the m surfaces homologous 
to F is also lw-taut. Therefore G’ + H is carried by Cr and hence G’ is carried by C,. 0 
Given a homology class f E H2(M, aM; Z) we define the complete lw-taut face C, to be 
the unique lw-taut face of 9% which carries every lw-taut normal surface representing the 
class& It follows that if g E [C,] then [C,]c[C,]. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let g, h E H2(M, aM; Z) be homology classes such that C,nC,, # 8. Then 
there exists a homology class f E H?(M,aM;Z) such that C, = C,nC,,. 
Proof. C,nCh is a face C of 9’. Choose an oriented normal surface F carried by the 
interior of C and let f = [F]. Then F is lw-taut and C = C, c C,c C,nC,, = C. 0 
4. MINIMAL SEIFERT SURFACES FOR LINKS 
Given an oriented link A in a homology 3-sphere C, choose a regular neighbourhood N1 
of 1 and let M1 denote the link space C - I?*. We assume that MA has a fixed triangulation. 
An oriented surface S is a Seifert surface for I if S = S,,n Mn where So c E is an embedded 
oriented surface such that &, = A. A minimal Seifert surface is a Seifert surface S which 
minimizes x_(S) and has no closed components. If the link has r components then we write 
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A = I,u a.. ul, where the Izi are the components. Let gEH2(MA, aM,;Z) be the homology 
class corresponding to [A,] + ... + [A,] under the isomorphism H,(M,, &VA) z 
H&E, N,) z Hz@, 1) E Hi (A). If S is a Seifert surface for 1 then [as,] = [Ai] + ... + [A,] 
and hence [S] = g. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L’ be a sublink of the link L. If F c ML is a normal surface homologous to 
a Seifert surface S c ML for L’ and F is carried by CIsI then F can be modified to obtain 
a minimal Seifert surface in ML for L’. 
Proof By Theorem 3.3, F is an lw-taut normal surface. If B is a boundary component of 
ML corresponding to a component of L - L’ then B&F is either empty or a family of 2k 
parallel simple closed curves in which k pairs have opposite orientations. If B is a boundary 
component of ML corresponding to a component of L’ then BnaF is a family of 2k + 1 
parallel simple closed curves in which k pairs have opposite orientations. In either case, if 
k > 0 then there exists an adjacent pair of curves in BnaF with opposite orientation and we 
can perform an orientation-preserving cut-and-paste operation that attaches an innermost 
annulus in B to such an innermost pair and then pull the new surface F’ off B along this 
annulus. Since X-F’ = X-F it follows that F’ is a taut surface homologous to F. This 
process can be repeated until the desired minimal Seifert surface for L’ is obtained. 0 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let K be a knot in a homology 3-sphere. Then there exists an lw-taut 
normal vertex surface F c Mk which can be modified to form a minimal Setfert surface for K. If 
K is unknotted then the normal vertex surface F is already disk. 
Proof: Let S be a Seifert surface for K in ML. Since every homology class in [C,,,] has 
the form m[SJ there is an lw-taut vertex surface F carried by CLsl such that [F] = [S] and 
which can be modified as above to form a minimal Seifert surface. 0 
ALGORITHM 4.3. The construction of a least weight minimal Seifert surface for a link A. 
We begin with the observation that if G is an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface such that 
[aG] = [A] and G is not a vertex surface then every surface F carried by the lw-taut face Ctcl 
with [F] = [G] can be modified to form a minimal Seifert surface for A. The important 
point is that in searching for such a G it is sufficient o find just the face carrying G. There are 
only a finite number of faces and it is straightforward to find a surface carried by a given face 
representing the homology class [G], if one exists. 
Make a list V = (Hi,. . . , IT,) of all the oriented vertex surfaces. Form the finite family 
{A,} of subsets A, c {H, , . . . , H,} which have the property that only regular intersection 
curves occur between the surfaces Hi in each A,. We will refer to {Ad} as the V-admissible 
family. For each family A, construct an oriented normal surface S, by taking sums of the 
Hi E A, to obtain, if possible, [S,] = k,[A] for some positive interger k,. Let c, = min{O, 
(l/k,) (x_(S,))) and choose /I such that (cp, (l/k,)wt(S,)) is minimal, Since every face of 9% 
has its set of vertices represented by the projective classes of some A, it follows that S, 
consists of k, copies of an lw-taut normal surface S with [aSI = [A]. 
5. WEIGHT OF HOMOLOGY CLASSES 
We use natural linear maps h, : Cone(C,.) -P H,(M, aM; R) to define a linear cell subdivi- 
sion of a&?, having cells of the form h,(Cone(C,))nag,,. For each face 0 of &%?, we define 
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a norm on the closure of the cone over c by extending the weight function 
w:Hz(M,M;Z)nCone(a) + Z+. Recall that w is defined by w(fl = wt(F) where F is any 
lw-taut normal surface representing f: The cones over the top-dimensional cells in the 
subdivision of aaX are the maximal sets on which the norm w is linear. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let C, be a complete lw-taut face of 9%. Then there is a linear map 
hl:Cone(CJ) + HZ(M,aM;R) such that h,(Z) = [F] for each integral point 2 of Cone(C,) 
and normal surface F corresponding to 2. A cell subdivision of the x-linear cell decomposition 
of W, is given by the set of cells {&Y,nhJ(Cone(Cf))}, w h ere the C, are the complete lw-taut 
faces of 9%. 
Proof Let F and G be the lw-taut normal surfaces corresponding to integral points 
x’ and y’of Cone(CJ), respectively. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that [F + G] = [F] + [G] 
and F + G is lw-taut. Thus, for integral points x’ and y’, we have h,(x’ + y3 = h,(Z) + hr(y3. 
If x’ is a rational point of Cone(C,), let m be the minimal positive integer such that mx’ is an 
integral point and define h&i) = (l/m) hr(m2). N ow h, is linear on rational points and has 
a unique linear extension to Cone(C,). If C,c C, then h,-IC, = h,. Suppose 
&&nh,(Cone(C,))nh~(Cone(C,,)) # 0. By Corollary 3.8 there exists an integral homology 
class f E h,(Cone(C,))nh,(Cone(C,)) such that hJ(Cone(CJ)) = h,(Cone(C,))nh,,(Cone(C,))). 
cl 
We let Jf denote the vector subspace of H2(M,aM;R) on which x vanishes. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let cr be a face of the x-unit ball BX. Then x is linear on Cone(cr)uM. 
Proof: It is sufficient to consider a E Cone(o) and b E Jy^. From x(a + b) < 
x(a) + x(b) = x(a) and x(a) = x((a + b) - b) 2 x(a + b) - x(b) = x(a + b) it follows that 
x(a + b) = x(a) + x(b). q 
Two homology classes g and h are carried by the same face of &9x if and only if 
x(g) # 0 # x(h) and x(g + h) = x(g) + x(h). Thus, if g is a face of MX then for each a E a we 
have a + JV c o. The closure of Cone(a) is Cone(o) = Cone(a)u_N. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose G and H are oriented, lw-taut, normal surfaces such that 
x([.c;I + [H]) = x([G]) + ~([a) # 0. If G and H are chosen such that GnH has the fewest 
possible number of components relative to lw-taut surfaces representing the given homology 
classes then G @ H is taut. 
Proof: It follows from Lemma 2.1 that if there exists an inessential intersection curve 
then there exists a regular intersection curve which is the frontier of a pair of least weight 
innermost disks. Such pairs of innermost disks have equal weight and by performing 
a regular exchange along such an intersection curve we produce lw-taut surfaces homolog- 
ous to G and H. It follows from our minimizing assumption on GnH that G and H have no 
inessential intersection curves and hence G 0 H contains no 2-sphere components and no 
disk components that are not already present as components of G or H. From 
x([G@ H]) = x([G]) + x([HJ) = x_(G) + x_(H) = x_(G@ H) it follows that GO H = 
Fu T, where F is a taut surface and T is a homologically trivial collection of annuli and tori 
disjoint from F. Let A,, B1,. . . , A,, B. denote the patches in T, where Ai c G and Bi c H. 
These patches are annuli if they are in a torus component and disks if they are in an annulus 
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component. Since the orientation sum produces the oriented surface T the orientations on 
G - U Ai and H - U Bi are consistent along 8Bi and agree with the orientation of T. Thus 
G’ = (G - U Ai)U(U Bi) and H’ = (H - IJ Bi)U(U Ai) are surfaces homologous to G and H, 
respectively. Moreover, x(G’) = x(G), x(H’) = x(H) and neither G’ nor H’ have 2-sphere or 
new disk components not already in G or H. Thus G’ and H’ are each disjoint unions of taut 
surfaces and homologically trivial disjoint unions of annuli and tori. However, since 
wt(G’) + wt(H’) I wt(G’) + wt(H’) + ~$7) = wt(G) + wt(H), and G and H are lw-taut, we 
must have wt(g = 0. Consider a nontrivial intersection of T with a 2-simplex T in the 
triangulation. The components of Tm are either circles or arcs whose endpoints are in 
zdM. These components arise from the sum of the arcs Cm with the arcs Hnz. It is easy 
to check, as before, that there must be a fold in either G’ or H’ and one of G’ or H’ could be 
isotoped to a taut surface of less weight than G or H. But this is impossible and it follows 
that T = 8 and G’ and H’ are each lw-taut. But this contradicts our choice of G and H as 
having minimal intersection and we conclude that G @ H is taut. 0 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that g, h are integral homology classes in H,(M, dM; R) such 
that x(g + h) = x(g) + x(h). Then w(g + h) I w(g) + w(h) and w(kg) = Iklw(g),for k an integer. 
Proof: Let G and H be oriented, lw-taut, normal surfaces representing the homology 
classes g and h, respectively. Assume G and H intersect ransversely and GnH is minimal 
relative to such surfaces. By the previous lemma, G 0 H is taut although it may not be 
lw-taut. Hence w(g + h) I wt(G@ H) = wt(G) + wt(H) = w(g) + w(h). 
If g is represented by an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface G then, for every positive 
integer k, kg is represented by kG. Since x(kG) = kx(G), it follows that kG is taut. From 
wt(kG) = k wt(G) we conclude that kG is also lw-taut and hence w(kg) = k w(g). 0 
THEOREM 5.5. Given a face CJ of &3, there is a unique continuous extension of w co a norm 
on Cone(o). Moreover, w is linear on [C,] for each integral homology class fECone(o). 
Proof: Suppose the projective solution space 9% is contained in R”. Let A denote the 
integral attice Cone(,!?%)nZ” and let r = Cone@)nQ”. For a nontrivialf E Hz(M, 8M; Z) 
we consider the lw-taut f-face C,. Since wt is linear on AnCone there is a unique linear 
extension to Cone( C,). 
On homology, w:H,(M,aM;Z) --) Z+ is extended to H2(M,aM;Q) by letting 
w(a) = (l/n)w(ncr) for n such that naEH,(M,aM;Z). Note that w remains convex on 
Cone(a)nH2(M,8M; Q) and linear on rays. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that w is linear on 
hf(Cone(C,))nr and w(h,-[F]) = wt(F). Thus there is a unique linear extension of w to 
h/(Cone(C/)). Now H2(M, aM; R) is the finite union of images hf(Cone(C,)) of lw-taut 
f-faces. Thus w has a unique extension from H,(M, 8M; Q) to H2(M, 8M; R) and w is convex 
on Cone(a) because its restriction to H,(M,aM;Q) is convex. Moreover, w(a) = 0 if and 
only if a is a zero homology class. Therefore w is a norm on Cone(a) and it is linear on 
h,(Cone(Cf)), which contains CC,]. 0 
The next lemma shows that the cone over a top-dimensional h,(C,-) is a maximal set on 
which the norm w is linear. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose g and h are homology classes such thar x(g + h) = x(g) +x(h). Let 
f = g + h # 0. Then thefface C, carries normal surfaces representing both g and h ifand only 
if w(f) = w(g) + w(h). 
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Proof: Suppose that C, carries normal surfaces G and H representing and h, respec- 
tively. Then G, H and G + H are Iw-taut and, by Corollary 3.3, [G + H] = g + h =J: Thus 
wcf) = wt(G + H) = wt(G) + wt(H) = wt(g) + w(h). 
Now suppose that w(j) = w(g) + w(h). Let G and H be Iw-taut normal surfaces repres- 
enting g and h, respectively, and chosen such that GnH is minimal. By Lemma 5.3, the 
orientation sum G@ H is taut and representsf= g + h. If this orientation sum does not 
coincide with the normal sum then GO H would have folds and 
wcf) < wt(G@ H) = wt(G) + wt(H) = w(g) + w(h).Thus GO H = G + H, wcf) = wt(G + H) 
and G + H is an lw-taut normal surface representing 5 It follows that G + H, and hence 
G and H, are carried by C,. 0 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let B, be a face of 89, and y,,, be a face of the w-unit sphere a%$ in 
Cone(a). Then there exists an integral homology class f such that Cone(y,) = hf(Cone(Cf)). 
Proof: Suppose we already have [C,] c Cone@,). Let h be an integral homology class in 
Cone(y,) - CC,]. Since we have x(g + h) = x(g) + x(h)and w(g + h) = w(g) + w(h)it follows 
from Lemma 5.6 that C,c C,,,,. Repetition of this construction gives a nested sequence of 
faces which eventually (by finiteness) yields a complete Iw-taut face C, such that 
hf(Cone(Cf))nH2(M, aM; Q) = Cone(a,)nCone(y,)nH,(M, dM; Q). The conclusion fol- 
lows. 0 
COROLLARY 5.8. ZffeHz(M, dM;Z) is carried by a vertex of d91X then there is an lw-taut 
vertex surface F (relative to 9’) such that m[F] = ffor some interger m. 
ALGORITHM 5.9. The construction of a.93,. 
The following procedures are routine computations from the normal surface theory data 
and are needed for this algorithm: 
(1) The computation of a basis for H,(M,dM;Z). 
(2) Given a normal surface F, the computation of the homology class [F] in terms of the 
basis. 
Step 1: Construction of the set Q of all lw-taut vertex surfaces. Let V denote the set of all 
oriented vertex surfaces (although only the incompressible ones are actually required). 
Form the V-admissible family {A,}. 
Given a vertex V from Y we must decide whether or not it is Iw-taut. To this end we 
construct from each A,, if possible, a normal surface S, which is a sum of members of A, and 
has the property that [S,] = [V]. Since there is at least one lw-taut surface representing 
[V-J among the surfaces A,, Vis Iw-taut if and only if it is taut and least weight compared to 
this finite sample set. It straightforward to compare the x-norm and weight of V with these 
surfaces in order to decide whether or not V itself is lw-taut. 
Step 2: Construction of the lw-taut g-faces C,. Let 42 denote the collection of lw-taut 
vertex surfaces found in Step 1 and consider the %-admissible family {B,}. In general, if we 
have a normal surface F we can check whether or not it is lw-taut as we did in Step 1. 
However, now it is only necessary to use as a sample set those normal surfaces {S,) 
constructed (as in Step 1) from the %-admissible family {&}. 
For each a, check whether or not the sum G, of all the vertex surfaces in B, is lw-taut. If it 
is, then the face C, carrying G, is an lw-taut face. These sets are partial ordered by inclusion 
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and we can form the set MO = {CBo), C_eo) ,. . . , Cgtnj, C_,,,,) of maximal w-taut faces. For 
each Cg~_dZo the homology classes [C, - 0,] are carried by Cone(a) for some face rr the unit 
ball ?#‘,, where 0, is the face of C, spanned by the vertices of C, which are projective classes of 
normal surfaces of zero Euler characteristic. 
It remains to determine how to group these [C, - O,] together to form the faces of &%,. 
Consider two faces, say Cc(i) and C,,,. Let Gi and Gj be oriented lw-taut normal surfaces 
representing (i) and go), respectively. We can form the geometric sum Gi 0 Gj which, 
because of the maximality of our faces, cannot be a normal sum. Now we compute 
x([Gi@ Gj]) and use our general principle to find an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface S, 
homologous to Gi@ Gj. It is a simple matter to check whether or not x-(S,) 
= x-(Cl) + X-(Gj). The homology classes carried by the two faces C,,, and C,,, belong to 
the cone over a face of &8, if and only if this equality holds. By using this procedure, we can 
group the [C,(i) - Oe(i)] together to form the integral classes of the maximal faces of gX. This 
gives us a complete geometric representation of all surfaces whose homology classes are 
carried by each top-dimensional face of agX. 
We can also construct the lower-dimensional faces of &!3’,. Given an oriented lw-taut 
vertex surface V of negative Euler characteristic, we consider the collection 
(Ch(U7 . . . ,Ckcm,) cdl0 of maximal lw-taut faces carrying V. Then [V] is carried by the 
interior of a top-dimensional face of aa, if and only if all classes [ P’l + h(i) are carried by 
the same face of aw,. Form the set of all lw-taut vertex surfaces not carried by top- 
dimensional faces of&V,. From these we can form maximal faces A, which correspond to 
the codimension 1 faces of &%YX. Repeating this procedure we will eventually get down to the 
vertex surfaces whose homology classes lie on rays over vertices of a.%,. 
6. BRANCHED SURFACES 
A branched surface BF (with nongeneric branch points) can be constructed from 
a normal surface F as in [9] with a slight modification. The branched surface & is obtained 
by taking one disk of each type found in F, identifying all the edges of the same arc type in 
each 2-simplex of Y, and flattening appropriately. This flattening to achieve a generic 
branch locus may create some very thin sectors which lie within a small regular neighbor- 
hood of the 2-skeleton. Let fiF denote the fibered neighborhood of BF. In the present 
context, we do not allow fir to vary beyond a normal isotopy. Thus, a surface S is carried by 
& if and only if S is a normal surface carried by the face Cr. 
Continuing with the construction, we let J$ denote the Z-bundle obtained by splitting 
NP along 2F - int&,l\r,). A component J of LF is trivial if each properly embedded curve 
in a,,(J) c 2F is inessential in 2F. One can show that every trivial component has the form 
K x I, where K is a punctured disk, and there is a boundary curve a of K such that a x 0, 
ax 1 bound disks Eo, El in 2F containing K x 0, K x 1, respectively. A proof can be 
obtained by following the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [S], modifying the argument in case (c) as 
follows to fit the present context. While the 2-sphere EouAuRl need not bound a ball, it is 
homologous to 0. The taut surface F’ formed from F by a cut-and-paste operation along 
A that switches the disks E. and RI is least weight and contains a fold. This is a contradic- 
tion and rules out case (c). 
We then split R, along the trivial components of LF by removing the interiors of the 
fibers of the trivial components, thus forming the fibered neighborhood NF of a branched 
surface BF which does not have disks of contact, If C, is an lw-taut face then BF is 
automatically a taut branched surface since it can only carry taut surfaces. In addition, it is 
easy to see that ahNF is compressible and a-incompressible, and BF does not carry an 
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inessential annulus or torus. The argument for Cases (iii) of Lemma 4.6 in [S] can easily be 
modified to show that there is no monogon in M-fir. Thus BF is an incompressible 
branched surface without Reeb components, or a RIB for short. 
All surfaces carried by C, may not be carried by Br since some surfaces carried by C, 
may intersect rivial components of &. 
LEMMA 6.1. Every surface carried by C, is homologous to a surface carried by Br. 
Proof Suppose G is a normal surface carried by C, and assume G intersects F trans- 
versely such that the number of components of FnG is minimal relative to normal isotopy. 
If G is not carried by Br then G intersects a trivial component of & and hence FnG has an 
inessential component. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a pair of innermost disks 
D c F and E c G that are switched by a regular exchange along the curve DnE, which is the 
common frontier of D and E. Replace G by the homologous surface (G - E)uD, pulled off 
F along fr(E). Repeating this construction, we eventually obtain a surface G’ carried by Br 
and homologous to G. 0 
Using the orientation of F it is possible to orient Br. Recall that Br is an oriented 
branched surface if there is an orientation on the fibers of NF. We call Br a homology 
branched surface if it is an oriented branched surface with the property that for each point 
XE BF there exists an oriented simple closed curve, called a closed transoersal, which contains 
x and intersect Nr in fibers of Nf such that the orientations of the fibers and the curve agree. 
Given a homology class f EHZ(M, 8M; Z), let Cr denote the smallest face of the complete 
lw-taut face C, with [F] =J that is, the smallest face carrying a surface representing& We 
show that the branched surfaces corresponding to C, are homology branched surfaces, 
extending Theorem 4 in [9] to 3-manifolds which are connected sums of orientable, 
compact irreducible 3-manifolds whose only compressible boundary components are tori. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let M be a connected sum of orientable, compact, irreducible 3-manifolds 
and assume that all compressible boundary components of M are tori. Then there exists ajnite 
collection of taut homology RIBS such that for each class of H,(M, aM;Z) there exists 
a minimal x_ representative of the class carried with positive weights by one of the RIBS of the 
collection. Moreover, M - B is connected for each branched surface B in the collection and 
a closed transversal can be found through any point of B intersecting B only at that point. 
Proof For each complete lw-taut C, we choose a minimal face C, such that [F] = f and 
form the branched surface Br. In view of Lemma 6.1, every class of H,(M,aM;Z) is 
represented by an lw-taut surface carried by one of the branched surfaces in the collection. 
We first observe that the orientation of F induces a well-defined orientation of the fibers 
of NF. Suppose that there exists a tetrahedron A such that some component of N,nA 
contains elementary disks E0 and E, in 2F which induce opposite orientations on the fibers 
of NF. We may assume that E,, and E, are adjacent in NF. There exists a component E x I of 
L,nA such that E x aI= EOuE, and (E x Z)n2F = EOuE,. Let X denote the component 
of the I-bundle Lr containing E x I. Now a,(X) # 8 for otherwise 2F would have 
a homologically trivial component. Since we have already removed the trivial components 
of Lr in forming NF, there exists a component B of a,(X) such that the curves fr(B) c 2F are 
essential in 2F. Let B x [0, l] be a small collar neighborhood of B in X such that 
fr(B) x [O,l] = (B n a,(X)) x [0, 11 c a,,(X) and B x (0, l] is disjoint from the l-skeleton of 
Y’. Form the oriented surface F’ by taking F’ = [2F - (B&,,(X)) x (1/2,1)]u[B x {l/2, l}]. 
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The orientations induced on F’ by 2F are consistent along B x {l/2, l} since 2Fn&(X) 
induces opposite orientations on the fibers of the I-bundle X. The surface F’ is homologous 
to 2F, x(F’) = x(2F), and wt(F’) = wt(2F). Observe that F’ does not have any 2-sphere or 
new disk components incefi(B) is essential in 2F. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 
that F’ is an lw-taut surface. But this is impossible since, by construction, F’ has a fold and 
hence its weight can be reduced by an isotopy. It follows that F induces a consistent 
orientation on the fibers of NF. If G is a surface carried as an unoriented surface by BF and 
hence by C,, it is easy to check that the same orientation is assigned to G from either point 
of view. Thus BF is a taut homology RIB. 
It remains to show that there exists the desired closed transversal through each point of 
Br. The face C, has the property that a surface carried by its boundary cannot represent& 
Thus we can pick up on Oertel’s proof of Theorem 4 in [9] at the bottom of p. 263 and 
already know that “every component K of M-int(N(BF)) has associated k’ = 0.” Following 
the remainder of Oertel’s argument to the top of p. 264, we get the closed transversals 
desired. 0 
It is often useful to have two surfaces carried by the same branched surface. In [9] Oertel 
raises the following question: For a given face of the x-unit ball B,, does there exist a taut 
branched surface that carries a taut representative of every class lying in the cone over the 
given face? In [lo] Sterba-Boatwright gives an example which shows that this is not true in 
general. For a fibered face 0 of &gx, Mosher [7] gives a condition on the pseudo-Anasov 
flow associated to c sufficient for the existence of a taut branched surface carrying 
representatives of every integral homology class in Cone(o). We can apply the results of 
Section 5 to give a sufficient condition for the existence of taut representatives of homology 
classes carried by the same taut RIB. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let g and h be integral homology classes carried by the face o of 893,. If 
w(g + h) = w(g) + w(h) then there exists a taut, oriented RIB C carrying lw-taut surfaces 
representing g and h, respectively. 
Proof. Let {F,,. . ., F,} be the finite set (up to normal isotopy) of the oriented, lw-taut, 
normal surfaces representing the homology class f= g + h. By Theorem 3.7, the sum 
F=F1+..e + F, is an oriented, lw-taut, normal surface representing the class nfand C, is 
the complete lw-taut face C,. Let C be the oriented branched surface Br constructed above. 
By Lemma 5.6, C, carries every lw-taut surface representing either g or h. It then follows 
from Lemma 6.1 that Z carries lw-taut representatives of g and h. 0 
The branched surfaces BF constructed from F before removing disks of contacts have 
the property that a surface is carried by C, if and only if it is carried by &. In this context 
the above proof has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 6.4. There exist aJinite number of taut, oriented, branch surfaces (withdisks of 
contact) Zi such that zf F is carried by pi then F is lw-taut and every lw-taut surface 
homologous to F is also carried by I&. Moreover, zfF is carried by a given Zi with positive 
weights then no surface carried by Zj with j # i is homologous to F. 
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